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Cosmopolitan, stylish, even a little
decadent, Amsterdam--the Venice of the
North--is a city of legendary beauty. From
a twelfth-century settlement of wooden
huts at the mouth of the River Amstel, it
had become by the late sixteenth century
one of the great cultural capitals of Europe
and a major financial center. In this
gracefully
written
examination
of
Amsterdams soul--part history, part travel
guide--the Dutch writer Geert Mak
imaginatively depicts the lives of early
Amsterdammers and traces the citys
progress from a small town of merchants,
sailors, farmers, and fishermen to a thriving
metropolis. Maks Amsterdam is a city of
dreams and nightmares, of grand civic
architecture and magnificent monuments,
but also of civil wars, uprisings, and
bloody religious purges. In his delightfully
instructive journey through the city and
through time, Mak displays an eye for the
bizarre and the unexpected: a Rembrandt
sketch of a young girl executed for
manslaughter; the shoe of a medieval lady
unearthed during a remodeling project; a
graffito foretelling the citys doom on the
wall of a mansion, daubed by a deranged
burgomaster with his own blood.
Amsterdam remains a magnet for travelers
from around the world, and this charmingly
detailed account of its origins and its
history through the present day is designed
to help the reader step into daily life in a
truly modern city.
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I amsterdam - Your guide to visit, enjoy, live, work & invest in Discover Amsterdam, Netherlands with the help of
your friends. Search for restaurants, hotels, museums and more. Images for Amsterdam Find out whats going on in
Amsterdam, from the very best food and drink, clubs and bars to the citys finest sights and attractions, art and shopping.
Amsterdam Smart City /global/tourism/destinations/amsterdam.htm? University of Amsterdam: Home Amsterdam
government, Mayor and College of Alderpersons. City government Amsterdam I amsterdam Find a great range of
holidays in Amsterdam with easyJet holidays. Click here for offers and book online today. Amsterdam tours,
Amsterdam Sightseeing tours and Amsterdam things to do from Viator. Find and book trips to the Keukenhof Gardens,
Amsterdam day trips Amsterdam Promotional Products, Promo Items and Giveaways with Book your tickets
online for the top things to do in Amsterdam, The Netherlands on TripAdvisor: See 385433 traveller reviews and photos
of Amsterdam tourist Local The official website of the City of Amsterdam and Expatcenter Ordering promotional
items online is easy at Amsterdam Printing. Find your next promo giveaway with 1000s of logo items to choose from!
100% Guaranteed! The Top 10 Things to Do in Amsterdam 2017 - TripAdvisor Get the Amsterdam weather forecast.
Access hourly, 10 day and 15 day forecasts along with up to the minute reports and videos for Amsterdam, Netherlands
Visiting - Your official guide to Amsterdam I amsterdam Official portal website of the City of Amsterdam, with
everything you need to visit, enjoy, live, work, invest and do business in the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area.
Amsterdam - Amsterdam is the capital of the Netherlands. With more than one million inhabitants in its urban area, it
is the countrys largest city and its financial, cultural, and Amsterdam 2017: Best of Amsterdam, The Netherlands TripAdvisor The platform for current information, services and developments in Port of Amsterdam. Everything about.
Shipping Sea Shipping. See also: Announcements. Amsterdam travel guide - Seventeenth-century buildings.
Joint-smoking alien sculptures. Few cities meld history with modern urban flair like Amsterdam. Port of Amsterdam
The platform for current information, services I amsterdams Local portal is your English-language hub for learning
about life in the city, whether youre moving to Amsterdam, newly arrived or an established Amsterdam travel guide The Amsterdam Area is easy to explore by public transport, with most destinations being accessible by train or bus (or a
combination of the two) - within half an Amsterdam Area: day trips from Amsterdam I amsterdam Amsterdam
Smart City (ASC) is the innovation platform of the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area which contributes to the liveability
and promotes sustainable. Amsterdam - Wikipedia Guide to the best hotels and things to do in Amsterdam. Maps,
travel tips and more. The best activities, attractions and things to do in Amsterdam Amsterdam Tourism:
TripAdvisor has 1155444 reviews of Amsterdam Hotels, Attractions, and Restaurants making it your best Amsterdam
resource. Cheap Amsterdam holidays in 2017-2018 easyJet Holidays The UvA is the largest university in the
Netherlands with over 30000 students divided over seven major faculties. Whats on in Amsterdam I amsterdam
Welcome to Amsterdam and welcome to your official guide to the Netherlands capital city. With a full cultural agenda
showcasing the very best festivals, nightlife Amsterdam Weather - AccuWeather Forecast for North Holland
Amsterdam is the capital and most populous municipality of the Kingdom of the Netherlands. Its status as the capital is
mandated by the Constitution of the The 10 Best Amsterdam Tours, Excursions & Activities 2017 Amsterdam
Tourism: TripAdvisor has 1155444 reviews of Amsterdam Hotels, Attractions, and Restaurants making it your best
Amsterdam travel resource. Amsterdam Travel Guide U.S. News Travel Flights to Amsterdam, Netherlands Amsterdam - Lonely Planet Amsterdam tourist information, hotels, apartments, hostels, airport, coffeeshops and red
light district.
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